Dear potential student,

Studying an MSc at RHUL has been one of the best decisions of my life. The course is so interesting + diverse, the assessments are completely new, and the department are welcoming.

You won't regret coming here!
A beautiful campus
with excellent
lecturers and
a world of valuable psychological knowledge.
Dear future Master Student,

I hope that you choose to come to Royal Holloway - not only is it a beautiful campus, but it is full of wonderful, interesting people and a whole range of multidisciplinary academic staff that provide great assistance all throughout the course. Royal Holloway has opened up so many doors for me, and I have made great connections while being here, and you can too!
I got some precious experience in my beloved university—Royal Holloway. In the classes, heated discussions heated promoting my thinking, help me think in different aspects. My ability has improved after completed different types of tasks. I never regret being here and the valuable memories will accompany with me all my life.
HELLO
You should come to Royal Holloway to see the uplifting campus and be part of a world class Psychology community.
Good luck!
Dear future Masters student,

Royal Holloway University has seen me through my undergraduate and now my postgraduate degree - and it's been amazing! I've loved every minute of it and the lecturers and lecture content is so engaging!

From, Chelsea
Dear future MSc student,
I am confident you will enjoy your time at RH and you will be supported by all tutors and students as much as I have.
All the best,
xx
I enjoy studying here because apart from lectures, there are various seminars that we can choose to join so that to get knowledge of other areas in psychology.

Our timetable is flexible so that we have a lot of own time.
Hi!

I'm a MSc Clinical Psychology student and I found the course to be very interesting and felt like the staff helped in making it very interactive. I feel like it was a good introduction into the field of Clinical Psychology.

From Liyam.
Dear Applicant,

The course at Royal Holloway is absolutely fantastic. Very friendly and supportive staff, great friends to be made. Top class facilities. 10/10.

Regards,

Current student
The course setting of psychology department is multiple. I have learned a lot of things from the courses, e.g. how to prepare a presentation, how to write a academic essay and how to make a poster. Teachers here are always try to make the class active, and often with full passion to help student learn the skills. I love the people here, we are like a family!
You will not be disappointed by the course here at RHUL. Challenging but also very interesting. Great friends to be made and the psychology department is very supportive. Hopefully see you here!

Regards, Current Student
Cutting edge learning; happy, student friendly environment; faces from all over the world and systems & processes to get you ready for the real world. RHUL is the place!!
To future masters student,

I am over half way through now on my MSc in Forensic Psychology. I have loved it. It's a really rewarding challenge. I wish you the best of luck. I know you will really enjoy it.

From Mercedes
Hello!

I'm not going to give you a list of reasons to come here other than you should! You've seen the campus, hopefully you've met the staff, so you should be persuaded already! Plus, we have great sports teams & societies, and the pub 'Forester Arms' is where it's all at!
I love Royal Holloway because even as a master's student, you become part of such a close community of a diverse number of students!

The psychology department is also so helpful - all the staff are lovely!
Dear potential student,

Hopefully you join the MSc in Applied Social Psychology as it is a very engaging course, teaching the skills necessary for many different careers.

Take care, Vic.

royalholloway.ac.uk/psychology
Hi!

I'm a MSc Clinical Psychology student and I found the course to be very useful and was able to settle in very quickly. I enjoyed the relaxed and friendly atmosphere around the campus. I'm sure you will have the same wonderful experience as I did.

Good luck, Rafeza.
Dear future student,

I’m an MSc Clinical Psychology student. RHUL is a great uni to study at, all the staff are super clever and helpful. Congrats on your offer to study here, I hope you enjoy your time here! Best wishes, Connie.
Hi there!

I'm studying for a MSc in Clinical Psychology. I'm writing to you from my Professional Clinical Practice & Skills course and today we're learning about case formulations. I find it very interesting to put my knowledge into practice and I hope you will too!

From Elena
Dear Applicant

We hope you pick Royal Holloway; this course is very stimulating and enjoyable, the staff offer a lot of help and the modules are all very interesting!!
Hello!

Here are 5 reasons why you should come to RISUL! 😊

1. Amazing campus
2. Safe location
3. Diversity
4. Only 2 days of school
5. Awesome parties & the student union 😍

royalholloway.ac.uk/psychology
Dear [Name] Student,

Congratulations on your place at RHUL!
Get excited and ready to work!
Bring your A-game and come and have a great time, RHUL will set you up for the rest of your life.

Good luck!

x
Dear Applicant,

Royal Holloway is a great university and I have thoroughly enjoyed the cause. I particularly like my research project which is on the “impact bias”.

from, Molly
When you come here be prepared to work hard but also meet people from different countries which make the experience all the more fruitful.
Hi!
well done on your offer
to study here! MSc Clinical
Psychology is truly a course
that wants you to succeed
and be the best you can
be! You're going to rock it!
regards Precious
Dear Future Master Student,

I hope you will enjoy your studies next year as much as I do.
I really had a great time during my Master.

Best wishes, xx
Hi!

I'm a clinical Psychology Masters student. I have found the staff very supportive and the lectures have been very interesting! :-)

Hope to meet you in September!

From Stacey
Dear future student,

Lecturers are inspiring, being taught on a beautiful campus.

Enjoy!
I love Royal Holloway and you should too! The sports facilities are great, I have made great friends through playing hockey and through studying psychology! Come to RHUL!
Hey!

I'm a Clinical Psychology MSc student. I am enjoying the course very much. "The Psychology Department is friendly & supportive. I look forward to seeing you!" Faizah
Congratulations on receiving your offer!

Royal Holloway is a wonderful place; the library is just fantastic! Hope you would enjoy your study year here.

Best wishes,
Sophia
To all future Masters,

Students,

Royal Holloway is

a very welcoming institution.

You can expect quality

and friendliness.
Hi

I'm a Psychology student from Buckinghamshire at RHUL, studying for a MSc in Clinical Psychology. I'm writing to you from my "Assessment & Case formulation" lecture!!

I'm enjoying the close proximity of everything meaning you get to know lots of new places & people!

Good luck!!
Hi,

First things first - you have done fantastic on the course!! You have passed the first hurdle. I loved the course and learnt so much from the lectures. The supervisors were so helpful and accommodating as well.

Tip: make sure to start you work as early as possible - don't leave it to the last minute as it will catch up with you and you won't be afraid to ask for help.

Bottom left: Head of the Department of Psychology, Kathy Rattle
Top right: Our annual pantomime performance for students, starring department staff
Bottom right: Academics at the forefront of Psychology research include Marcos Tsakiris

royalholloway.ac.uk/psychology
Dear future Masters student,

Royal Holloway University has seen me through my undergraduate and now my postgraduate degree - and it’s been amazing. I’ve loved every minute of it and the lecturers and lecture content is so engaging!

From, Chelsea
The Psychology department is very welcoming & the campus is beautiful.